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These are related to the Zhongyuan® Solid Amine news, in which you can learn about the updated
information in Solid Amine, to help you better understand and expand Solid Amine market. Because
the market for Solid Amine is evolving and changing, so we recommend that you collect our website,
and we will show you the latest news on a regular basis.We will always adhere to the principle of
"quality first, client first," and we cordially invite customers to visit us for consultation.

Solid Amine Summary:

High quality Zhongyuan® Solid Amine made in China is a non-yellowing solid, short name is TEDA,
it can fire , easy to deliquate, easy to rise at room temperature.

Persisting in "High top quality, Prompt Delivery, Aggressive Price", now we have established
long-term cooperation with customers from the two overseas and domestically and get new and
aged clients' large comments for Factory source China Manufacturer Fast Delivery Hydrogenated
Tallow Amine CAS: 61788-45-2, Honesty is our principle, expert operation is our perform, support is
our goal, and customers' fulfillment is our future! Factory source China Pharmaceutical Intermediate,
Pharmaceutical Chemical, Our team knows well the market demands in different countries, and is
capable of supplying suitable quality goods at the best prices to different markets. Our company has
already set up a skilled, creative and responsible team to develop clients with the multi-win
principle.

Solid Amine Detail:

It is Usually to put 33% Triethylene diamine mixted into dipropylene glycol to make amine 33

Solid Amine Applications :Industrial

Solid Amine

China Zhongyuan® Solid Amine with high quality is a
non-yellowing solid, short name is TEDA, it can fire,
easy to deliquate, easy to rise at room temperature.
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It is Usually to put 33% Triethylene diamine mixted into dipropylene glycol to make amine 33 ,then
used into porduce soft, semi rigid, rigid polyurethane foam, elastomers

Solid Amine Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 25 Kgs


